Sophomores Given Edge In Football Game, Crew Race, Relay; Frosh Favorled In Tug-Of-War; Swimmers Rated Even

Field Day
(Continued from Page 1)

in doubt, but Medland, not quite as cautious, says the Sophomores have a far better relay team and should take the twin as well. Both believe, though, that the swimming meet will be the closest of the six events.

Geiger believes, however, that the Sophomores' chances are much greater than the Freshmen's. "I am planning an on-the-spot broadcast of the affair," he added. Ken Krueger, who is going to be the Tech Show's anchor, is also planning an on-the-spot broadcast of the affair.

President James R. Killian, Jr., has been invited and is expected to attend. The chaperons include Dean and Mrs. Everett M. Baker, President's secretary, and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kilburn, Mrs. Merriam, '51, chairman of the Field Day Committee, of the Field Day report to the winning class. The Tech will be on hand for a few vocals, and the Techtonians will provide the music for the evening's dancing. Ken Krueger, who is going to be the Tech Show's anchor, is also planning an on-the-spot broadcast of the affair.

The Sophomores have their usual enthusiasm and fight," he added, "but I am planning an on-the-spot broadcast of the affair." Ken Krueger, who is going to be the Tech Show's anchor, is also planning an on-the-spot broadcast of the affair.

Despite this, however, Geiger believes that the Freshmen have their usual enthusiasm and fight," he added, "but I am planning an on-the-spot broadcast of the affair." Ken Krueger, who is going to be the Tech Show's anchor, is also planning an on-the-spot broadcast of the affair.

Field Day dance truly an all-Tech affair. A last-minute survey of the Field Day situation shows the freshmen as underdogs in all events except the Tug-of-war and the swimming meet.

The chances for a frosh win in the crew race seem very slim. Coach Chuck Jackson predicts a sophmore win but not without a battle. Lack of experience is the big factor weighting against the freshmen. The frosh finish last year with a very fast crew and would take a major upset to beat them.

"32 Runners Hold Edge

In the relay races the sophomores also appear superior. The one will be a one and one-half mile run with each of twelve men running 300 yards. In speed the '52 men range from 22.4 to 25.0 seconds for the dash while the '53 team ranges in times from 26.6 to 28.0 seconds. The outcome of the race hinges, as it does in most relays, on quick and successful baton-passing.

Swimming Meet

The swimming meet appears a tossup. Stan Jones and Tom Stanley, coaches of the '53 aggregation, say the boys have really been practicing hard, and now have a team pretty well set as underdogs in all events except the Tug-of-war and the swimming meet.
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